
Significant 
near-term 
profit growth

Well-positioned
for macro 
trends
and any
economic cycle

Strong 
enduring 
financial 
position and 
returns

Established 
pipeline of 
growth 
investments –
primarily 
organic 

Plans and 
runway for 
further margin 
improvement

Our strategy positions us well to drive shareholder value in the short- and 
long-term
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0 4

FY22F EBIT c.$750m

FY23 EBIT target 
$100m+ growth

Medium-term 
targets:

+100-200bps 
in a flat market

9-10% 
through-the-cycle

c.$500m growth 
capex over FY23-25

Disciplined 
investment approach 

in residential 
development

Scale in-country 
operations in NZ/AU

Industry backlog 
supports next 
12-18 months

Leverage at
lower-end of

1-2x range

ROFE ≥ 15%

Note: EBIT and margin are before significant items 



Important Information

This presentation has been prepared by Fletcher Building Limited and its group of companies (“Fletcher Building”) for informational purposes. This disclaimer applies to this
document and the verbal or written comments of any person presenting it.

In certain sections of this presentation, Fletcher Building has chosen to present certain financial information exclusive of the impact of significant items. A number of non-GAAP
financial measures are used in this presentation which are used by management to assess the performance of the business and have been derived from Fletcher Building’s
financial statements. You should not consider any of these statements in isolation from, or as a substitute for, the information provided in the Financial Statements which are
available at www.fletcherbuilding.com.

The information in this presentation has been prepared by Fletcher Building with due care and attention, however, neither Fletcher Building nor any of its directors, employees,
shareholders nor any other person gives any representations or warranties (either express or implied) as to the accuracy or completeness of the information and to the
maximum extent permitted by law, no such person shall have any liability whatsoever to any person for any loss (including, without limitation, arising from any fault or
negligence) arising from this presentation or any information supplied in connection with it.

This presentation contains not only information about the historical performance of Fletcher Building and its operations, but also some forward looking statements, that is
statements related to future, not past, events or other matters. Forward looking statements may include statements regarding our intent, belief or current expectations in
connection with our future operating or financial performance, or market conditions. Such forward looking statements are based on current expectations, estimates and
assumptions and are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, including material adverse events, significant one-off expenses and other unforeseeable circumstances.
There is no assurance that results contemplated in any of these projections and forward looking statements will be realised. Actual results may differ materially from those
projected. Except as required by law, or the rules of any relevant stock exchange or listing authority, no person is under any obligation to update this presentation at any time
after its release or to provide further information about Fletcher Building.

The information in this presentation does not constitute financial product, legal, financial, investment, tax or any other advice or a recommendation.
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